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CONNCENSUS
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
Vol. 49--No. 10 New London, Connecticut, Thursday, Deeember 5, 1963
Civil Rightists to Discuss
Non-Violence, Voting
Workshops at the Civil Rights
conference will be led by leaders
at all the major civil rights or-
ganizations in the country. Bay-
ard Rustin, director of the March
on Washington, will discuss non-
violence as a technique in the
civil rights movement with the
members of his workshop groups.
Wyatt Tee Walker will lead a Pfizer Uses I.ab
workshop concerned with the In addition to serving as a base
Southern freedom movement and for the radiation biology course,
the direction which it is taking. the laboratory is used occasional-
Robert Gore of the Congress of ly by students in other courses
Racial Equality will be discussing d ~ ial '"'-~ ts DurBAYARD RUSTIN an ror speei experu ..ems. .
voter registration and its role in ing the current semester, the ra-
the civil rights movement. vancement of Colored People, will diation laboratory is being used
Political action in' the civil talk on problems which face the by special students from Charles
rights movement will be discuss- Negro in the urban ghetto. The Pfizer and Company in Groton.
ed 'by William Higgs, an attorney workshop conducted by Dr. Ed-
from Mississippi and director of win Edmunds will be concerned Professor Kent has done re-
the Washington (D.C.) Human with the problems Negroes face search work on biological effects
Rights Project. Civil Rights leg- in gaining employment. of X-irradiation at the University
islation and legal problems en· A workshop for the benefit of of Michigan, where he was a
countered ·by the movement will Connecticut and Mitchell College member of the faculty from 1949
be discussed in a workshop led by students will be conducted by to 1957. He has published several
William Kunstler, special counsel Lynwood Bland, Jr., Clarence papers related to this wotX. In
to Martin Luther King, Jr., and Faulk, Jr., and Mrs. Constance the summer of 1961 he attended
attorney for the Southern Chris· Harrison, of the New London an institute in radiation biology
tian Leadership Conference. branch of the NAACP. The work- given at Syracuse University un-
Percy Sutton, an attorney and Ishop will concern problems and der the sponsorship of the Na-
representative of the New York possible actiorr projects in the tional Science Foundation and the
___________________ :....~_-----' Nati~naJ Association for the Ad· New London area. AtomJc Energy Commission.
"Marne" cast practices nightly.
'Auntie Marne' to Portray Life
Of Unconventional Sophisticate
Williams Glee Club
To Sing With Choir
In Advent Vespers
Two first. performances of
works by contemporary Ameri-
can composers and Bach's cele-
brated Advent cantata "Wachet
auf" will be featured at the Ad-
vent-Christmas vespers in Hark-
ness Chapel Sunday, Dec. 8, at
4:30 and 7:30 p.m. The Connecti-
cut College Choir will be joined
by the Williams College Glee
Clulb in a concert of sacred mu-
sic appropriate to the season.
Martha Alter, chairman of the
department of music at Connect-
icut College, is the composer of a
setting of Thomas Hardy's poem
"The Oxen," which will be sung
by the Connecticu t College Choir
with James S. Dendy conducting
and' Chama Tenebaum '65 sing-
ing the soprano solo.
Ross Lee Finney, a member of
the music faculty at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, was commis-
sioned by the Williams College
Glee Club to set to music Albert
Camus'''A Stranger to Mrself,"
which will be conducted by Ken-
neth Roberts, acting director of
'the Williams group.
Margaret Skarsgard, soprano,
lJoyd Skarsgaard, baritone, and
Margaret Wiles, violinist, will be
the featured soloists in the Bach
cantata. Mr. Roberts will conduct
this work and Mr. Dendy will be
at the organ. The cantata is
based on the Biblical theme of the
expectation and joy in looking
forward to the coming of Christ.
It will be sung in Gennan.
The Connecticut College Or-
chestra, ,Margaret Wiles conduct-
or, will be heard at the beginning
of the program playing composi-
tions by Vaughan Williams and
Schiassi. Jeanette Gross '64 will
play an organ solo, Dupre's Varia-
tions on a Noel.
For its winter production Wig
and Candle will present Auntie
xrame. This comedy in two acts,
written by Patrick Dennis and
adapted for the stage by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert Lee, will be
given in Palmer Auditorium on
December 13, 14 at 8:00 p.m. Suo
san Lates will play the title role
of the off-beat New York sophis-.
ticate who fights convention to
raise her young nephew on the
principle that "life is a banquet
... LIVE!" In the supporting
cast are found Ellen Corroon as
Agnes Gooch, Alice Cotsworth as
Mother Burnside, Ginny Cham-
bers as Mrs. Upson, Missy Meig-
han as Gloria Upson, Jerome An-
dres as Babcock, Bob Rogers as
O'Bannicn, E...:--Wima.~<t.Scott as
Ito, Pat G1fxon as ~: "'A!t Mul-
doon, Anne Yellott ,! xgegeen
Ryan, Elaine DeSantis as Vera,
Chuck Griffiths as Ralph Devine,
Kathleen Hudson as Sally Cato,
Peter Desnoes as Patrick, Roger
Christiansen as Young Patrick,
David' Bergamo as Cousin Jeff,
Susan Pettibone as Cousin Fanrr,
Jim Chase, as Mr. Upson, Carl
Denny as Beau, Bruce Einfeld as
Osbert, Joe Migliorato as the
Paperhanger, Dave Bossert as the
Floorwalker, Jamie Demetrops as
the Groom, Charles Markharian
as the Vet, Jack Curtis as Lind-
sey, Hugh Birdsall as Michael,
and Genie Dunn, Barbara Brod-
sky. Buncie Morgan, Francie Win-
field, Ada Morey. Louis DeNoUo,
and Harvey Maisel. Widge Coch-
ran is stage manager, Nancy Ste-
phans is in charge of lights, Alice
Towill is head of the hand prop
committee; Kathy Van Doorn,
costumes; Kathy Diehr, make-up:
Ginger Haggerty, set props, Rob-
in Richman, set coordination.
In producing Auntie l\lame,
Wig and Candle hopes to gener-
ate more enthusiasm for the dra-
matic organizations on campus,
This play is one that is familiar
see "Auntie Mame"-Page 5
Connecticut College is happy to welcome this Civil Rights Con-
terence. Every time a group of American students has come to-
gether during the last three years they have, consciously or uncon-
sciously, helped to direct the future of our country, I don't know of
another moment in American history when college students have
been so influential in forming the public mind. The significance of
what they have accomplished will be made plain some day when a
memorial is raised near that lunch counter in North Carolina where
the first colored students began it all. Since that moment, the moral
imagination and fervor shown by undergraduates Nortt~· and South
has astonished the rest of America, including, I believe, many col-
lege faculty members and college presidents. May I urg,.e you to con-
tinue to astonish us by the quality of your thinking r.:;d acting In
the difficult next stages of this national moral refonn. Those of you
committed enough to be present at this cbnference nave chosen a
human labor that will be difllcult enough ap end)lrlng enough to
last through your lHetime. I wish your conference and your hopes
for the issues at its center every possible,·success. .•
'Charles El. Shain
PresIdent
Priee 10e-
Rustin to Keynote Conference; Zoology Dept. to
Countryman to Deliver Speech Buy Equipmel).t
With AEC AwardBayard Rustin, organizer and deputy marshal of the August 28March on Washington will deliver the keynote address at the Con-
necticut College Intercollegiate Civil Rights Conference this evening
at 8 in Palmer Auditorium.
Mr. Rustin, an active worker in peace and civil rights for the past
twenty-five years, was formerly an advisor to Martin Luther King,
Jr. He was the first field director of CORE and directed the Youth
Marches for integrated schools in Washington, D. C. in 1958 and
1959.
A conscientious objector, Mr. Rustin was a member of the Sahara
Protest Team, a group which acted to protest the first French firing
of nuclear weapons. He is an Executive Committee Member of the
World Peace Brigade and is presently Executive Secretary of the
War Resistors League.
Preceding the keynote address, Peter Countryman, a junior at
Yale University and founder and former executive secretary of the
Northern Student Movement will deliver an address to the assem-
bly. Mr. Countryman founded NSM several years ago as a group
that was primarily devoted to raising money for the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee and to conducting tutorial proj-
ects for Negro students. The organization has grown in the last few
years and is now directed toward direct action projects in Negro
ghettos in many cities throughout the country. NSM is devoted not
only to tutorial projects but to voter registration, housing, employ-
ment and other areas which present problems to the Negro in north-
ern cities. l
Tonight's addresses are open to the students, faculty, and admin-
istration of Connecticut College as well as to the public.
A second Educational Equip-
ment Assistance Grant within a
year from the Atomic Energy
Commission will make possible
the acquisition of ten new pieces
of equipment for the radiation
laboratory in the department 01
zoology at Connecticut College.
With this recent award of
$5,040. the college will purchase
an industrial x-ray unit, a lead-
lined inspection cabinet, ratemet-
ers, recorders, and also an IS-vol-
ume set of Radiation Research.
The new equipment extends stu-
dent res~arch opportunities and
facilities laboratory work con-
nected with a course in radiation
biology established earlier this
year through 'a prior AEC grant
of $8,000. Connecticut College des-
ignated additional money from its
own funds to remodel and fur-
ush the special rooms, storage
areas, and a dark-room for radio-
autography.
Aims of the radiation biology
course, which is taught by Pro-
fessor John F. Kent, chairman of
the zoology department, are to
familiarize students with the safe
and intelligent use of radioactive
isotopes, to study the effects of
radiations and radioactive mater-
ials on living organisms, and to
furnish a beginning knowledge of
the uses of radioactive materials
in medicines and biological re-
search.
Radiation Effects Studl""
After a basic training in the
use of radioactive isotopes and
radiation counting equipmenf,
students do experimental studies
on the genetic and pathological
effects of radiation.
Special precautions are taken
to keep track of the radiation dos-
ages received by persons using
the laboratory and to control the
radioactive isotopes which are
'used. The course is given in New
London Hall, where fourth floor
rdoms have been outfitted to en-
sure maximum safety.
Friday, December 6
6:00-8:00 p.m. Registration
8 :15 p.m, •Addresses by Peter Country-
man and Bayard Rustin Palmer Auditorium
Saturday, December 7
8:00·9:00 a.m. Registration
9 :15 a.m. •Addresses by William Higgs
and Wyatt Walker Palmer Auditorium
11:30-12:30 p.m. Workshops-first session Crozier-Williams
Fanning Hall
Harris Refectory
Crozier-Williams
and Fanning Hall
Palmer Auditorium
Harris Refectory
Crozier-Williams
Crozier-Williams
12:30-1:30 p.m.
2 :00-3:30 p.m.
I
4:OQ p.m.
6:00 p.m.
Lunch
Workshop-s-second session
Workshop Reports
Banquet
Welcoming Address by
President Charles E. Shain
Remarks by visitors from
NAACP,SNCC,CORE,SCLC
Film: "Danville, Va., June
10, 1963" - Narrated by
William M. Kunstler
Social and Folksinging
Michael Meeropol
Bill Hall 106
8;00 p.m.
9:30 p.m.
Sunday, December 8
10:00 a.m. Student Panel
Julian Houston-Northern
Studen t Movement
Lee Dunham Webb---Students for a
Democratic Society
Carl Wittman-Head of SNCC project
in Cambridge, Maryland
Albert Smith-Worker with the
Mississippi Free Press
11:00 a.m, Coffee and Doughnuts
• Open to the publid
Crozier-Williams
Safety Measures Enforced
Admission to the laboratory is
restricted to students in the
course, instructors, and visitors
with special permission. Radio-
active wastes are removed by a
commercial disposal service.
Professor Kent emphasized
that the installation is considered
a "lOW" Ievel ' laboratory," with
only small amounts of radioac-
tive materials in use at anyone
time. He also said that experience
has shown that students receive
but a fraction of one per cent of
the dose permtsslble under feder-
al and state regulations.
Crozier-Williams
I
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Conn Census
Established 1916 which the physical education de.
partment differs from the rest of
the college. For all academic
classes dress regulations are lib-
eral; this is not so forI physical ed-
ucation. Instead, investment must
be made in a totally unnecessary
gymsuit.
All other departments permit
students to miss up to one-third
of their classes. Although this
has been abused, one generally
uses this permission when one
has an unusual amount of work
or just isn't feeling well. But
neither pressing assignments nor
illness excuses one from gym.
Under no circumstances may one
be freed from phys. ed. to study.
Often one feels well enough to at-
tend a lecture, but not to com-
pete in active sports. Even if one
obtains an infirmary excuse, time
must be found to make up the
missed class. Since Connecticut
College works on an honor 8YS-
item, why are we not trusted to
use our own judgment in decid-
ing when other matters are more
important than gym class?
Mandy Vernaglia '67
Jamie German '67
Brien Mutrux '67
sandy Dragone '67
Ed Note: Amen.
Topic of Candor Letters to the Editor
Seniors Suggest Changes
The campus ether is begining To the editor:
to crackle in anticipation of the \Ve have been wondering if it
long . heralded and laboriously is possible to reconsider the pre-
achieved Civtl Rights weekend vacation cut system. There are
sponsored by the Connecticut several reasons why we feel the
College Civil Rights club. In an present system is objectionable:
atmosphere of wat is hoped. will 1) We feel that it is essentially
be enlightenment and rational dis the concern of each student to
cuss ion. perhaps a good dose of take cuts when she feels it is
realistic evaluation will be admin necessary and justifiable.
istered. 2) Our system is stricter than
For the past year or so, civil that of any other school of which
rights issues have pressed more we have heard,
and more to the fore in campus 3) There is a rather obvious
-----------------------------!discussions. While the aims and Jack of sense in staying here for
purposes of these issues and dis- two or three extra days in order
cussions were idealistically at- to attend one gym class, to pick
tractive, one might conceivably be an oft-lamented instance.
appalled at the total lack of ra- ~re also have several sugges-
tional approach, aside from dia- tions of what might be done:
lectical nicety, which seems to 1) Eliminate the shortened
prevail. Often, issues and solu- classes which seem to be an an-
nons seemed to be completely out noyance to both faculty and stu-
of touch with any reality or prac- dents. We feel that these classes
Senlo1" Board tical application. One might cite are hardly wor-th the troubleMarie Btrnbaum '64, Susan Epstein '64, Karen KunsUer '65, Milanne Rehor
'65, Joan Ross '64, Ellen Corroon '64. two instances: (please note that in: since so much of the time Is tak-
each case it is not the issue at Ien up in checking to be sure that
hand which is denounced, not by l each student is there.
any means, but the approach I hi h
While this may be taken to be aca. 2) Institute a new policy w IC
demic quibbling, it is strongly felt would stipulate that a cut during
that there isn't an awful lot of the two days before vacation is
I equal to three cuts during anyuse in coming to an attractiveconclusion, if the approach is at other time. This would give stu-
best unrealistic.) Idents pause for thought, but not
. entirely discourage them from
The first example occurred at a ~ r, Ie '~.
meeting of the Civil IRights club :~~~i;~t ~~~~ ;~ou~~eyT~e:~~1GCO"fl,'0S!-" ~ ""__ ~Io/
several weeks ago; towards the 1 should, of course, be special hear- ~ov k.,ouJ ,i"'15 .("'101i'\ ~ ~DW
end of the meeting, the question'ing for those who were forced ~~ 01\< fe ....J.~ ~d.VI kt'udlty
was put: "Who would like to go of necessity to leave early. _ "'lit -foUl 0 diffeye..,t 1~.3.S
to jail this weekend?" referring .l\1iriam ErcoIi l ' .....1 _ 6 ...~ .-t ,du41 '
I to the demonstrations at Cam- Jane Ferber l ~r 4+ ho"'l.,wJ,l!r~It has been said that this generation is fortunate to be liv- b 'd M:l d h ' "'~=:z::;:;:>~... "e .f,·11 d (7
rI ge, ary, an , were many Lucy Massie::,>' 'v
ing in such exciting times. We are told that the world is on demonstrators were imprisoned Helen Jinks ~~o'r .Id I'''''d.je.. •
the brink of revolutionary change and that we have the op- The question appeared to be are, • • • .... r. ke "'. ~ .• ;... f',,<t.
t h d If h h t' 'II t k quest for participants in the dem Freshmen Protest Gym -\', 5Ji~p.~.iScS'OftI-rLPortuni y to cannel an a ect t e course t a It W1 a e, t' Th ' t ".,....~.., r"
onstra Ion. e surpnse came a To the editor: _~-=a~ (o,,\s,de.iIr"<Q' Q"We are all aware of this supposed fortune', some have ac- the close of the meeting when at .....~o.,fO .......'.ST
On-the second day of school we of +h . J 't d h d th h . d 't h I least ten neat, comfortable young _ 0... ~ 51 M1(; t 1"11' '-.so 11.cep e ,some ave renounce ,0 ers ave Ignore 's c a - Freshmen took an American His, d." aI J I
ladies presented themselves as be- Tl1~ ,1 () d",q o/)k ike. t,lff.t"'''lfllenge to their stamina and ingenuity, The response on!! makes tory test. If we passed this test I I
ing interested in going to jail. we were exempted from the ~ Ie.,
to such a challenge is determined by his conception of the No.w it is a3Sumed that. the per· ~ e.-t ..+ ho", e 1:1 '.., ._e of
American History requirement. ~~ .. +"'.. fld b th ' I k f 'h . 't It· son woo _forwarded the _question ",~w ~"' ...e 0 br-.as"wor, y erneamngor ac 0 meanlllg eseesllli. IS On thefifthdayofschoolwetook ~O~-(O.,fa,"""I'stS •••
th f ' f h t' h Id I'k t knows very well what the inside a J'hysicaI fitness test. If we pass- -!tilt <"'~~e1: h . Je ormmg 0 sue a concep Ion t at we wou 1 e 0 con- of a ]'all looks and feels like, and u •v, ,'Hee
ed this test we were not exempted ""'5 a""" :r toilet. ll'Jod-sider. one certainly does not begrudge from the phvsical education re- c.__", D""'ct .Thf ~. t
F d h her request. What appalls one is quirpment. 'Mav, we not assume h' ~+-Ht~+ 1'11\<'I \J~I Y~;~'yew would eny t at the problem which faces each genera- th 't d" " a' of the .,~ • "
e gale y-an -plcn c Ir that those of us who did pass this ~k~ ftty h\dlli,4\1d1isl'toftion is the determination of a world view. Those who see girls who thought it might be fun test were physically fit, and had ~.<' .0•• ~",.u.'y'1.I •• ' t l
a1'Ound them a world of development are able to accept the to pop down to Cambridge for the no more need for physicaJ educa, ~. t. I", • ~••,"I,,"''J,
weekend and have a crack at it. tion than those who passed the U~4+&I\o""e .-,1'. r,.'.X -+ r ...1challenge of the future with little difficulty, They need not It'd th t th ae teel •.• _"
IS assume a ese".. n history ~t had for American 40 I • L~alter .radically the course of progress; they may follow al- voung ladies have read various History? T'. +""h ,I~",:"~e:"t
descriptions of 'J'ails' and what ~"\.... 1t1~ IS ~ aOh.1eady paved paths. To others, however, the commitment is This is ot the only way in ~ .... .1/ f
they .are like, but it is strongly CO.,11 .. 1. el ...."~ r "
not easy. Those WJ.IOsee a world of chaos Iilled with hate and doubted whether they have had +t: ... +"'O''''''d~e,
suffering sneer at the false optimism of this generation's any practical experience. It IS trospective indiVidualism, nor an '0 e +~e"~ 'n1eb
Hluck." They nlust determine action in a world in which ac- wondered how high a degree of abandonment of ideals. I am \~~.
t' ft f t'l ' h' h th ' . f t" , enthusiasm for similar escapades pleading for rational arO"ument -~'" I 5 fIon 0 en seems u 1 e, m w IC e progressIOn 0 Ime IS would be after an initial evening ~. "<' "''/, .. , oS i
and practical solution, not emo- \)tlit hnot necessarily the progress of man, spent in some jail. If someone tionally stirring begging and ap- '. ~W\ ~ Ive ,.a If bt; NJt
really wants to go, and feels pealing, and ideaJistic creativity. .uts ~dlJ'5.;+y o~+hePerhaps one of the most astoni~hing aspects of President strongly enough to withstand the Th t d ' e ,bu+ te" '"";1
d' f t '1Jh' d' ese are necessary 0 some e· ..J ..... ,. ,Kennedy's assassination, to t~ of us who search for order, obvious lscom or s WI JOY an gree of course, but I feel that in .. t'\({," .....d y/o Ie",
' th t' , f th t d th . , 'ft humble pride more power to our atmosphere at least, there is .. ;H J,'fe J", +, n ,:'$"'61S e apparen capricIOusness 0 e ac , an e mS1gnl - him, What I fiind difficult to , "~ '. "<,
f th t 0 Id It d b b far too much of this, and a .defi- 4., "~I +'cance 0 e ac or, swa, woul no dOll t have een·easier grasp is the obviously naive en " I '1 or:fci>"It''J. "tit Ot'!~
nitely insufficient degree of rea]- d .-if t :.-.to accept the death had it had purpose, had it been the logical thusiasm of the unititiated. They ism and practicality. This is not "0p. '" S Qe £<1... 1"0 ..
h seem to be unable to get outside f t f k' , Hs b",;eftn,e't'.tftc.e .." ....outgrowt of ideological passion or so~ial malcontent, If that their cozy intellectual shells and a aul 0 any Ind, It is merely +1.. "'.<1(. .... .,,,,,,,'.
h d b th ' ld d K d h hI' f th t'd a result of circumstance. If only ~a een e case, we COll regar enne y as a man w ose grasp t e rea ities 0 e au Sl e this would be realized and bti- ~"'!!whe 1.-'1 +1,. ~1;'s1 f...,lt
death served a cause and, whether or not we espouse that in reference to themselves, How lized, .~;;I, . '.peHS >,,~ ,., ,,,,L_'
. , much more admirable would be • , ;ft.. .-.. 'Jarcause, or the method, we could attnbute meanmg and pur- their enthusiasm If they trul I sincerely hope that the con, . ~ ,"..'" .~ ,He ,'''''''iuij
t th t y vention being held this weekend ., I'~ L- IIpose 0 e even. lTnew what they were facing, and :.1..1" ~J.'(e.. Wnc" a". will serve to give all of us some -Tl\o;. ~ II , dB still chose to go, and were not of. that practical exposure which ...,w•.-_. ~ s ~t~poeut we are not able to attribute logic to the events of last hi ff I stead in fit of .... i,d "
rus ng 0 n a appears to be generally missing_ ovtw,h4 ' whweek, nor are we able to convince ourselves that good will blind idealism, But perhaps I un Perhaps in communicating with oo.ts s-t... ,..('i, ' ~.
derestimate us. ,J ,..- ~r T" --=-arise from the horror. Kennedy died as a result of the those who have been. with those II, ~."'s;) J ,. _,
The other example was found h h d ~ 't"rr J " ......(;11whimsy of one man,' we see no indicatl'on that his death "nil w 0 ave seen an done, we will +1, 1~,iJ' , .L
TU in the reaction to Eric Weinberg be able to set our ideals and ~ IH~.c..o""e.S rn.e
result in a good which could not have occurred during his er's talk, No doubt about It, the causes upon a far more firm and o,,-t'i4(: ... .1 +lot 'LV"" ..f
life. In short, he appears to have died 'without cause, and man has done good in a unique realistic base than they appear to -the, .Ii. ro~h 4/1~1W.S
those who have doubted the order in our world have had their arid perhaps attractive fashion have at present. MR t" ..c ,
Wha t again upset me were the .""".11 +1..+.
doubt increased. Those who have been considering action ask rather starry·eyed eulogies which ..-:~ ~e"""", i. -the
sprang up I'n hlS' wake. At long -~2SL£<aol,," •• o~what purpose action serves in a world without reason. ATI'ENTION ALL WOULD- I L /' r
last, here was living proof that BE DElM.OCRATS ......... ,~ li'f )+he f'"oJvc1
The problem is not new. We did not need Kennedy to point perhaps progress was being made Your days of inaction are of "Iif. f ....c :.•
out the irrationality of our present age. In China, millions in the age of battle between black over ~ /hy life ... ill be
d' f ta· I h' . ,and white. What people seemed to YOUNGDEMOCRATSOR· ~ t A rJ ioIe 0 s rvation annua Iy w de the Western World d1ets; m fail to realize was that ncrmatter G~ATION MEETING r _ h pll" , ... + e
America, we have arbitrarily decided that all men are equal how many Weinbergers 1Jhereare d h dir - -- ey_ ~it+h.tb t h'te I h b h ' un er t e 'ec!'ion ·of ..e .... ; ..., 1/ 'fu w 1 s are more equa t an others, and that londes ave no matter how many self·sufll IMr G I • 1 Sf up'. ~
more fun. Last week's events serve to force a confrontation cient communities are established / Deparbne:r~ ~~ent p ;l~"l'ef1 -t-h" ~/.n4•• s
with the problem: the assassination served to symbolize, not mass discrimination will never be Thursday, December 12, 4:30 err h""3' d,· ". +.
te th t d totally demolished until all the go. ~, <Ie YOu ...crea, e rage y. - Freeman living Room ~J:."Th.d' J\1 TI.called 'petty, niggling, and insig, ~ s.. e
We can not, however, recognizing the problem, withdraw niflcant' discriminations within p'."ccel ed~' o .. ly
in a stupor of inactivity. We live in a quickly changing world races are SImilarly demolished. ~ ~. p.. ss• .-e-
and must realize that now: more than ever one man can in- Having been called narrow. The IgOI Youskevltch Bal- ~""t; <1 rI1oJu" 1>.1...
fluence and affect others, Whether he chooses to speak de- minded, hard·hearted, etc, for re- let Compan" wID give Il>i per· ",,"u ..-tu.e. "'y ., .....t.
pends upon the world view he adopts. Whether he considers fusing to become embroiled in fonnance 0:EY' Decem- "r;.~
himself fortunate to be living iJJ the present age depends upon massIve issues, and for refusing her 8 at 8:3 at Palmer 'II-;. ~ ~.+I J••'+ k .... '"
that decision. We disagree with those who point to the events to espouse any partlcula: caus~, ~u.ditorimn.sale'011' L~:efBberwlD
6
'trombe R 0 ~."~ +hU'.
f I k I· 'd f' and for constantly argumg WIth 13. ~ {<J • ~~ ast wee as conc uSlVe eVl e!'-ce 0 eJther cause or chaos people who do. I teel compelled to 2-5 p.m. and December 7 ' e eJ "'.
m the wo~ld around us. We do thmk, ho~ever, .that the events express my position. What I am from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
place the Issue before us and force conslderatton. J.M, asking for is not a selfish and in
Published by the students of Connecticut College every Thursday through-
out the couege year from september to June. except during mid-years andvacations.
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N. Y. City Offers Vacatwner
Imnginative Movies, MUsicals
blonde agent or the Swedish For- actors are aware 01 the film's hu- the finest civil rights bill that the
eign Ministry (Elke Sommer), mer. nation has had the opportunity
and by the Russian espionage TIle PrIze is a truly enjoyable to pass, The NAACP is satisfied,
system. film-il one doesn't take it too though not happy about the bill.
Where can you find such a seriously. With its seductive la- The procrastination of our legis-
H f I
man? In an Ian Fleming novel? dies, Russian spies, vanishing Iatures ! Idert ivil rt h
ave you. ever e ~ like fiying to with a subtle, charming humqr In S es In consr ermg ClV ng tsStockholm. Entenng a drag all hI'S own .. a Mickey pillane mystery? corpses, and its fine array of per- legislation was also stressed. The
, No, he is to be found in the new formers (In eluding Paul New hi ,race? Climbing a fire ladder? Winte . - Istortcal factors of procrastina-
Watching a rainmaker at work? . rs Displays Versatility movie The Prize. This suspense- man), who needs James Bond? tlon, dishonesty. and political ex·
Though I spent my entire Thanks- It 15 Jonathan Winters, how- espionage film, based on the novel Husband-Hunting Spinster Stan pediency were cited. He pointed
giving vacation in Ne'\Y York ever. who steals-if not the S350,. by Irving Wallace. has humor, 110 in the Shade is an excel- out that Congress has bad ample
City, I was able to do all of OOO-the show. As a brawny, but rugged excitement, action, fairly lent p Ia y. This m u sic a I time to- pass the legislation. He
these things vicariously via the weak-J!l~nd~ truck .driver, his good acting. an unbelievable. but comedy is a folksy, unpretentious stated that if the bill is not freed
medium of entertainment. Never versatility IS amply displayed. He truly enjoyable plot, and. of all charmer with good. foot-tapping from the Rules Committee by De-
has Ne'\YYork been so full of ex- can a.pply himself to both the things, Paul Newman. The nov- tunes; fine, sensitive acting; and cember; it will only prolong the
citing plays to view. The big slapstick and subtler forms of el's detailed character studies colorful, yet simple, sets. Based agony in 1964. The Negro citizen
white screens besides their usual comedy. In one scene he tears have been dropped, as have most on the play The Rainmaker, this is in "a posture of watchful wait-
allotment of' low-cost, grade B down a garage with such vigor of its extensive sub-plots. The musical tells of the trials and ing," he is ready to take the fight
pictures. are also showing movies and ~ClenCy that the audience film has concentrated on the es- tribulations of a spinster in back into the street and will. if
of unusual interest and Ingenuity. gets tired from just watc,hing him pionage angle-a sure-fire topic search of a husband. Inga Swen- necessary.
at k At th at the box office. son acts thi I 'th' hOf the two movies and one play wor. . ~no er point In the en s ro e WI sue Speculates OIl '64. Election
(that are reviewed below all are film hIS facial expressions are To Stockholm come six Nobel brilliance that she steals the show.
, so whims' aI a d itt th t th Prize wtnners, Including Dr. Without any apparent strain or In a mood of political specula-
comedies that exhibit a rare IC n WI y a ey Stratman (Edward G. Robinson) tlon, Mr. Banks said that if John
freshness and dynamic appeal. prove to be unforgettable. for physics, and ~'_, Andrew effort on her part, she becomes Kennedy had lived and had failedS "" lVll the too-honest. plain mid-western
l\'Iad World tanley Kramer wished to Craig (Paul Newman) for litera- girl who wants only "the simple to fight for min.imum civil rights
There is only one word to de- ~ak~ a "comedy ~o end' all come- ture. The latter suspects that the things in life." She sings beaufi- legislation. and if Barry Goldwat-
scribe It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad dies. In my. oprruon, he has sue- man posing as Dr. Stratman is fully; her rich soprano voice is er had gotten the Republican
World: hilarious. True, the humor ceeded. It 15 a. c y c 10 n e of not the real physicist, but an Im- moving when need be, peppy nomination, there might have
is not subtle. It is ostentatious- laughter. of excitement, of sus- poster. Where is the real Doctor? when a rollicking atmosphere is been a boycott of the polls in the
apparent-pure slapstick comedy. pen~. The film, all 21,938 feet Who has taken his place? Why is required. She can perfonn come. '64 election to make the President
Its pretense, however. does not of It, p:oves that the art of the Doctor's niece acting so mys- dy with such vigor that she can take notice of the Negro voting
diminish its cleverness and brtl- s I a pst I c ~ COIn e d y is not teriously? In order to find the match the most experienced com- strength in the '68 election. A
Hance. dead. This movie further points answers to these <tuestions, the Ic virtuosis. Her portrayal of the "summit conference" between
The plot is quite simple; it is out-wit.h its u.n,!sual. ending- adventure-loving Mr. Craig takes girls of the town's Social Club is Kennedy and Goldwater might
centered around-c-or all things- that we re all hVlng In a mad, the viewer on a running tour of truly enjoyable. have been called so that the can-
$350,000. Fleeing convict Smiler mad, mad, mad world. Stockholm _ from its dark, didates could state their policies
Grogan (Jimmy Durante) hurls The Prize gloomy night clubs, to its nudist To ·the parched and sun-broUed and where they intended to go to
his car over a steep embankment. James Bond is here again! colonies. town comes a fast-talking, fast· the Negro leaders.
Before he dies, he imparts a se- Now, however. he assumes the The movie successfully exhibits thinking con man. who calls him- Advises Future Voters
cret to five men who have stopped guise of Nobel Prize laureate An- both wit and excitement-a rare self the Rainmaker. He tells the Mr. Banks said that there are
to help him: Milton Berle~ Sid drew Craig _ a suave, broad- combination for espionage films. townsfolk of his remarkable abU- four things young women should
Caesar, Buddy Hackett. Mickey shouldered, intelligent. girl-chas- Besides wondering if the indomit- ity- to create rain-for one hun- make up their minds to reject.
Rooney, and Jonathan ':Vioters. ing! liquor consuming. _money- able and channing Mr. Newman dred dollars. The people hand The first, political dishonesty,
He tells them that there IS $350,- lOVing man in search of adven. will survive the onslaught of the over the fee. and wait for the elicited the comment that as mem-
000 buried under a large '!W" ture. He'is thrown off a bridge Russian espionage service, one promised precipitation. bers, of the electorate they will
somewhere in a park two hun- into the murky water .below. He must always ponder what humor- Two transformations follow- have the power to replace dishon-
dred miles away, Ai:. soon as Dur- is chased by a mysterious for- ous antic he will next perform- one of the spinster, the other of est legislators with honest ones.
ante kicks the bucket, the money- eign car. He is assaulted by an be it walking into his hotel c1oth- the land. Both are movingly car- Mr. Banks cited the greatness of
mad motorists jump into their emaciated almost skeletal-like ed only with a towel, or making ned out with a cl1ann and bril- Kennedy in his ability to see' the'
cars a~d zoom off on, a seemingly figure r~mbling Lon Chaney: a fool of himself in an out-of-the- Hance not often seen on the conflict of civil rights and political
intermmable drag race through who carries a stiletto and s-peaks way Swedish bistro. The comic ef- stage. dishonesty more sharply than
Southern california to Santa Ro- with a slightly Russian accent. fects of The Prize are in the man. any other executive. The second
sita. H~ is wanted by the curvaceous ner of good, clean fun. Even the The music is truly engaging, thing which must 'ge rejected is
So begins the funniest, rib- from the opening "Another Hot intellectual dishonesty. The fail·
tickling film of the year. As the Today," which depicts the town's ure of the educational media-the
wild chase continues, more and Th 1.0 S ,.f J A "P h sad plight. to the moving song. schools, the press, and others-
more people are enlisted into the e'· ve ong OJ " rVlS ug 1 "Is It Really Me?" which echoes lies in the fact that they have
hunt-until the num'ber of par. -( I Miss Swenson's disbelief in her not communicated the ideas with
ticipants jllmps from five to thir. Let us go then, you and I transformation. which Americans have to deal. It
teen. To the ranks are added Edie When Barclay is spread out against.. the sky Excellent in their roles are was suggested that television has
Adams, Dorothy Provine, Ethel .Like a cockroach slaughtered in;a stable; Scooter Teague, who portrays done more to educate and illurni-
Merman. Phil Silvers, Terry- Let us go, among the half-perverted beats. Miss Swenson's dumb, young nate the public than any other
Thomas, Peter Falk, and Eddie Sleeping 'neath encrusted sheets brother, and Will Geer, her lov· medium. The third factor is moral
"Rochester" ,Anderson. Of listless boys in plasterboard abodes, ing, h e Ip f u I father. Robert corruption, especially the failure
Each of the motorists decides Horton; as the Rainmaker Bill of the dominant moral leadership
on a different plan of pursuit. Whose sawdust minds are thick with sawdust stowed; Starbuck, proves himsell to be in in the country. But Mr. Banks
Milton EerIe; his wi!fe. Miss Pro- Students that chivvy at a tedious argument this his first Broadway fling a said that the ..yheels are begin·
vine; and his nagging, loud- Of insidious intent dynamic personality. His deep ning to turn, and pointed out the
mouth mother-in-law,' Miss Mer- To lead you to an overwhelming question. . . rich voice is, at the same time, part of religious leader.s in the
roan are forced to abandon their Of cabbages and kings, microbes and sin both moving and invigorating. His March on Washington. ~ Fourth
car, which has been partially de- And the number of angels on the head of a pin. performance is second only to and finally, students must reject
stroyed by a sneaky, burly truck _ the versatile Miss Swenson's. personal dishonesty, and the
driver (Jonathan Winters). They In the room a student picks his nose, As its title implies. 110 in the ,shameful silence of the American
manage to hitch a ride with a And talks of nuclear afterglows. Shade is one of the hottest items people who know that they have
cactus--collecting, anti-Anierican on Broadway. not lived up to their principles.
Bdtisher (Terry Thomas). Mr. And indeed there will be time Regina Gambert '67 Mr. Banks closed by pointing
Caesar and his wife. Miss Adams, To wonder, "Do I date?" and "Do I dare?" out that there is only one issue in
fly to their destination on a die. Time to tum back and walk her down the hall America. white supremacy. He
crepit 1916 airplane. Once at So she cannot see the chipped and broken plaster on my wall- ~ said that the Negro is the ''final
Santa Rosita, they accidentally My roommate - lying on the floor in dirty clothes NAACP Speaker test of the democratic tHesis"
get locked up in a hardware store His bare feet rich and modest, but asserted by lris tQes-- and is the proof that we do not
basement. Jonathan Winters. (She will say. "My, his roommate's grundy. He seems about to de· Sees U. S. Negroes exercise the aemocratic ideals.
finding himself without any other compose.") •• Referring to the NAACP, he stat-
means of transportation, rides Do I dare Watchfully WaItmg ,ed that the one thing that won't
I the h
' ghway on a littie be compromised is prindple, not
a ong 1 Disturb the unl'verse?, M Dec'1' b' I O~Y. ember 2, the sociol- technique. method or procedure.
glr 5 ICyce. In a minute there IS' time rtm ed. ogy . pa ' ent sponsor Mr. The status of the Negro will be
Local Police Watch Antics For her decisions and revisions. She may hit me with her purse. G lvm Ba ks be f th t'h ti aIWatching the wild antics of the an, a mem roe e n criterion for judging the
(F I h
· executive staff of the NAACP. American system,
thirteen money hunters is the or ave known them all already. know them all SO well - who spoke in Palmer Auditorium
Santa Rosita police force. who I have measured out my life by Founder's bell ' . • ..are also anxious to get their I have heard the voices saying. uLove those people you abhor," about currently pertinent civil on , , : " ..
all f h
' h I h th h "_ f " rights problems, Mr, Banks is CI"nemaScoop
hands on the money- a W Ie ave seen e s ar~ 0 cunoslty, broken on the floor) program director of the NAACP.
is stolen. The chief of police de-- And I have known the bods already, known them all -
tective. played with chann and Bodies that when dressed, for undressing hands beseech
subtlety by Spencer Tracy joins (But with the door locked. so completely out of reach!)
the pick-and-shovel car r yin g Is it lust for naked breast
crowd in their attempts to un· That makes me so detestable
earth the booty, Should I, after beer, and spam, and pizza:
The suspense builds and builds After talk of Malcolm X. Rilke, and Keats and Shelley,
as the race across the desert and Have the strength to get my rOOJ;nmate of[ his belly?
through the park continues. The . \
automobiles zoom along at speeds And the~ ~ha~ rea1l~ IS the use,
characteristic of the Grand Prix. If, explaInIng It to hIm, you have to say
To all this is the echoing ques- "Get out! There is this girl who I wish to seduce?"
tion' Who will get the $350 OOO? And would It have been worth i after all,
It;s a Mad, Mad, Mad: Mad After·ta:Jk of intelle~:::tual inte!1 ·ty. and coming religious revival,
World has all the ingredients to Modulati?~ and motivation
make it a smash hit: suspense, Of electricity and economic el ~ticity and the policies of the king of
excitement good clean comedy France , •.
'and great' acting. Though th~ (Elasticity? Of what? Of shOUlder straps perhaps? No!
film's cornie effects are mostly in Not a chance) \
the pie-m·the-face manner, a good
part of the humor has to be cre-
ated by the actors themselves.
Milton Berle is tremendous as the
pill swallowing, mother-in·law
dominated, nervous man who
manufactures edible seaweed for
$4 a can. Terry Thomas is his us-
ual hilarious self, as is Jimmy
Durante. The latter's characteri-
zation of a dying convict is tilled
Mr. Banks began \by describing
the ''terrible transition" in which
the nation presently finds itsell.
Citing the death of President
Kennedy as a great loss, he stated
that the loss was more critical to
Negroes. Although President
Johnson is ,aced with enonnous
burdens now, Mr. Banks stated
that thus ,far, the Negro com-
munity is reassured that their in·
terests win not be shunted to a
position of obscurity. Johnson
was compared to Harry Truman
in that both ot them managed to
overcome biases, doUbts and pre-
judices ey felt as senators.
"..,' , " , , "..,
GARDE
Through Deceffiber 7
Under the Yum Yum Tree
December 8-14
Palm Springs Weekend
Wall of Noise
CAPITOL
Through December 7
Lilies of the Field
RaIders of Leyte Gulf -
December 8-10
Duel of the Titans
Tarzan the Magnificent
December 1I·I4
Hatafi
Mr. s stated that the rna·
jor pr lem now is to deal with
the .. ameful conduct of the
rul' clique in the House," es-
If one, settling a pillow byfer head, 1 Y in the Rules Committee.
Should say: '''I11at is not w at you get at all." e stressed the evasive nature
f the members even when the
We have lingered in the cliarnbers of delusion strong Civil Rights !>ill was In·
Ta~ing of our honor code, ha'!ghty and proud It troduced in early October of 1963,
Thinkmg we could do th_ things that aren't allowed, Even t'hough the bill is now wa·
reprinted from the Haverford Ne 0 tered down, Mr, Banks called it
Would It have been worth t e tight,
To ihave bitten off the matte,
Turned off the light?
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Pre-skiers practice paces.
ski in hopes of counteracting aca-
demic avoirdupois.
Pre-skiers have been compared
at various times to "sort of pseu- \
do Peace Corps trainees," and ';re-
crutrs for the Israeli arrri~
Needless to say, the emPhaSi~·s
upon developing some degree.
strength and stamina, and the
troops may bE: seen slogging
through the ram and slushing
through the- snow under all sorts
of toughening conditions.
What the course does not in-
clude. regrettably, is basic instruc-
tion in "how to find one's way
through the trackless arbore-
tum." On one memorable occa-
sion, while the leaders were en-
gaged in aiding an injured com-
rade, forty or more girls took off
to continue their maneuvers and
promptly found themselves up
against a fence marking some un-
known border. After a deal of
stewing around, and attempting
to scale the fence, some scrawny
pathfinder from the rear led the (
group back to home base. Now
Miss Merson carries a whistle to
summon her erstwhile forces
when they blunder off in some
unidentified direction,
Despite some grumbles and
complaints, most of the par-tiel-
pants have found pre-ski to be a
great deal of fun. Pre-ski is an
excellent excuse to be outside and
running around for an hour or
two instead of hunching over
books in some musty corner.
~LR.
'The Italian Prefects' Explains Richard Lowitt
State's Political Admjnjstrati~n Writes History
Robert C. Fried, THE ITALIAN and complexity of modern politi- Of S N .
PREFECrS, A SI'UDY IN AD· cal life. Thus, for example, Mr. en. orrr,s
MINISTRA TIVE POL I TIC S Fried's consideration of the Pre-
(New Haven: Yale University feet leads inevitably to the rela- The first detailed biography of
Press, 1963), pp. 343. tlonship between the prefectoral the late Senator George W. or-
Review by G~ge K. Romoser, system and burgeoning govern- ris, Republican liberal from Ne-
A istant Professor of Govern- mental functions which have aris- braska, has been written by Rich-
merit. en from "changed social expecta- ard Lowttt, associate professor of
This is a book about the pre- tions and new technological possi- history at Connecticut College.
feetoral system of local adminis- bilities.""""Though the Italian Pre-I George \V. Norris: The Making
tration in modern Italy. A Pre- feet has served as an agent of of a Progressive, just published
rect, n Prefetto, is a high func- centralization, .be exercises rela.1 by the Syracuse University Press,
tionaryof the central government tlvely weak control (as compared traces and documents the political
in local areas who carries out with the Prefect in France, for growth and maturing of the
functions such as political and instance) over local officers of young mid-western lawyer who
social representation of the cen- central governmental agencies en- became a leader of the Progres-
tral government, the maintenance gaged in Jar-reaching social pro- sive movement and is generally
of law and order, the supervision grams (Ministry of Public Works, regarded as one of the foremost
of certain officials of the central Ministry of Agriculture and For- legislators in mer-lean history.
government operating in his area, estry, and so on). In short, just The Connecticut College profes-
and the supervision of minor as in other societies with quite sor, a specialist in American his-
units of government in that area. different forms of local adminis- tory, has concentrated on the
In Italy, the 131 Prefects are ap- tration, the expansion of state early ,career of Senator Norris,
pointed by the President after de- functions raises the question of terminating his book with the con-
cision by the Cabinet upon advice methods of controlling the cen- elusion in 1913 of Norris' services
from the Minister of the Interior. tral governmental agencies un- as a member of Congress from
The subject is a rather "techni- dertaking these functions. Such the Fifth Congressional District
cal" one but the reader learns methods are not to be found by of the State of Nebraska. During
much about the patterns and pronouncing vague slogans about this period thE! vigorous Repub-
problems of Italian politics and the "dangers of big government." lican gained national acclaim for
society as a whole. Mr. Fried, as- The Italian Prefects is based on his lead in the successful fight
sistant professor of government sound and substantial scholar- against Speaker Joe Cannon's con-
at Con n e c tic u t College, has ship. It is a book from which trol of the rules of the House of
traced the development of the I r h Representatives.
prefectoral system historically, ta ians t emselves will probably Norris' 30-year career in the
learn much about the patterns U
and has shown the relationships and problems of their own poltt- nited States Senate will be cov-
between that system and its po- leal system. It is limited in its ered in a second volume on which
Iitical and social setting. For the focus, and the grand phrase and the author is now working.
political scientist, the book has the daring generalization are Before joining the faculty at
the added merit of offering the missing. As the author himself Connecticut College in 19~, Low-
first treatment of the main stages indicates, the book is not intend- itt taught at City College of New I(enn.edy's Death May A chinve
of Italian administrative develop- ed to deal with some of the most York and at the University of ~
ment and of contributing to the interesting questions. It supplies, Rhode Island. He has been a vis- R· h L . la . H W d
comparative study of govern- however, a fund of knowledge for iting lecturer at Yale University tg ts egtS twn e ante
ment. an understanding of the role of a as well as at the University of
Absolute Monarchs Devised formal institution of government. Colorado. Two weeks ago many of us truly free world. Congress nowLowitt has been awarded grants were probably criticizing the desires to memorialize the man
System Prefects Direct Ideological Forces for historical research by the Gug- Kennedy Administration for not who died In this free world. There
Prefectoral systems exist in genheim Foundation and by the fulfilling its campaign promise of is much talk that such a memor-
C.oncerning the relationship be· Soc,·al Scl·ence Resea h C ·1 . . h . I .most countries of the world rc ounCI. CIvil rig ts legIS ation WhICh is ial will be in the form of a civil
( h
tween prefectoral systems and A earl·er b k f h· A 1[tough not in the United States n 1 00 0 IS, .l." er- long over·due. Now we are stilI rights act soon. If this act is
G
stable democracy, the author chant Prince of th 19th Ce Wry h Lor reat Britain).~ They evolved, . . e n.: socked a[ the moral degenera- merely the initial Administration
writes in conclusion that this "in· Willia E Dod bl h-.1in the words of the author, t t. . m. ge, was.pu IS. t:U' tion of this country which allow· bill, we will complain again, and
eres mg question" is difficult to 1954 b th C I b U"from the institutions devised by m y e 9 urn 1a Olver- ed the President to be assassinat- rightly so, for the original bill did
absolute monarchs in order to answer. He believes that a pre· sity Press. His essay on Theodore cd. We are shocked by an act· not" possess the strength to be
, fectoral system is basically a neu- Roosevelt·s incl d d· A ., ,centralize power and control of 1 u: m men~ S wnich we thought could only hap- effpctve. It will be, however, a
tral device which, like other for· Ten G eate t Pr d ts bl h >economic resources within their r s est e':l ,pu 15 - pert in Vietnam or the Congo but stronger bill than what we now
k
. d mal structures of government, ed by Rand McNally 1961 .mg oms at the expense of the - In , never In the United States of have and perhaps stronger thall
may have only a derivative andnob i lit Y and medieval com. . If' America. We were wrong. That we would have had had the b,·11
margma unctlOn, flIt is rather Emunes." Such systems were lat- th xhihl"t to Explore four children can be murdered in not been passed as a memon·al.
e social and ideological forceser accepted by and adapted to the th t k th a -church, that 20 per cent of our The desire of Congress and many
eed
. a wor rough and upon polito H" R d Pn s of liberal constitutional Istorl"CPost oa residents have been assassinated others who were close to Presi·
. I f! t Mr F ical and administrative structures I th I t h dredregimes. n e ec, . ried n e as one un· years, dent Kennedy to pass a civil
points out, Prefects have func- that are the autonomous and de. A public exhibition, entitled that countless lynchings and mur- rights bill in his memory will per·
tioned as agents of centralization cisive factors in determining the "Along the Old Post Road in His- ders can take place on our soil haps give his death more influ-
in a fragmented society, serving fate of a democracy." The only torical New London County," of has become a reality. ence than he possessed in life.
at once the cause of national approximately 100 photographs, We are now e-mbarrassed by
unity and the purposes of the qualification I would 'put upon selectect from 500 taken by' the our criticisms but perhaps can President Johnson has less
conservative ruling groups in this statement is that formal New London Camera Club, depict· look to the future with some hope than a year of office ahead of
Italian society: "The Prefect has structures of government clearly ing historical sites and houses 10· and confidence. What President him. If his desire is to be reelect-
existed primarily as policeman affect the channel and direction of cated between the Connecticut Kennedy could not do in life per- ed, his election will not be based
and. supervisor of local govern- . '\ River and the Rhode Island line, haps can be done through his on an evasive tenn of office as is
SOCial and ideologica!l forces asment, exercising and symbolizing v.ill be held at the Lymf!n Allyn death. We can no longer ponder the case with many incumbents,
central government control over well as vice versa, since they in Museum. The exhibit will begin the faults of the past but can look but it will have to be based on
local groups and institutions," t hIe m s e I v e s constitute "social Tuesday evening, December 10 to the future for what may be a the progress of the next few
forces," An even more interesting and continue throughout the sign of progress. months. He will have to work
set of questions, it mightiadd. month of December during regu· President Johnson has several fast and because of this prob-
ed
'lar Museum hours_ advantages that did not weigh on ably exert more pressure on Con-
, concerns the meaning "sta· All pictures in this exhibition, Kennedy's side. As a Southerner, gress to pass civil rights legisla-
bility" and whether eithel1 Hsta. sponsored by the New London he does not have to answer to the tion than Kennedy found neces·
bility" or listable dem acy" Area Chamber of Commerce Heri· South as his predecessor was sary to do. Johnson has to -prove
should be posited as the goal of tage Committee in conjunction forced to do. His position as a re- himself to an America which is
political life. with the New London Camera spected Southerner and a/distin· grieving the loss of a great man.
Club will be grouped according to guished majority leader in the Perhaps one way in which he will
towns and programs will be print- Senate has given him powers do this is through increased in·
ed listing all the pictures with de- which Kennedy could not, as a terest and pressure in the pas-
scriptive notations. Northerner, have expected. Thus sage of what will be the Civil
Blue ribbons and honorable Johnson has begun his career as Rights Act of 1963.
mention tokens will be presented President in a position of experi-
for those photographs considered ence and respect which may per·
to be the best in the show. The mit him to do more for civil
photographs on display will be rights than Kennedy could have
made available in books which hoped to do.
Congress, too, is shocked
20% Off Regular Rates for grieved, and embarrassed by th~
College Girls assassi tion of a leader of the
ld, a man whose signa·
ROCCO'S d just dried on the test·ban
BEAUTY S which, though not a solu-
L :::.j.~~tf:~;.;j:~~~t;~e~p~r~O~I>~le~m which it443·2138 - ught to so indicative of
a desire of many pea or a
Pre-Skiers Tramp
Over Hill 'n' Dale,
Lose Way, Weight
Recently, traffic on Williams
street has been stopped at odd
hours of the morning and after-
noon by masses of rugged look-
ing girls scurrying across the
road into the arboretum. A new
gym course, <pre- ki' has been
initiated, and the tough and
healthy troops mentioned above
are some of the participants in
the new course. Due to the rash
of broken limbs which seems to
occur after every Christmas vaca-
tion, stemming from boundless
enthusiasm on and in the snow,
the gym department initiated pre-
Prefects Represent Central
Government
A work such as this, which is
rich in historical detail, and is
?a~ 0!l a thorough study of one
Institution of a political system,
makes one aware of the diversity
Connecticut Yankee Motor Inn & Restaurant
(Special Winter Student Guest Rales)
Exit 74 Conn. Turnpike, Niantic, Conn.
Telephone: 739·5483
To many, the Kennedy Admin·
istration was harshly conserva·
tive. In many ways it was and
still is. President Johnson is
working within the framework
that Kennedy left for him. He
does, however, have the advan·
tage of a sympathetic Congress
and nation who desire to memo-
rialize the man of the New
Frontier, As a Southerner he has
a personal advantage. As a possi.
ble presidential candidate he has
~V"",">'<~7'''"''''''V''~Ik~2:5~~v-"",-v"""''''''r:V''v-"",-v"",,.:::>-..L;a;. persona responsibility, As~side r"h has a moral respons·
50 Booms
Restaurant and Loange
Dancing NlgbtJy e:<eept Sundays
Meeting and Banquet Booms
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEE;DS!
KLINGERMAN
Travel, fae.
the death of a great
are shocked by the
hich allowed him to
realize that without
ld not have come as
ave come and now
'thout him we must
truggle to make the<'r.§~~~~~r¥eyf progress which
since the Civil War
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L" G Vill G" I I Walking along the streets ofummous reen age:tr S the Village,one may literally runinto one or both of the two Space
S II S 'Off B t J lr Girls wnc Sam hires to distributee am s . ea ewe Y Ihandbills. These girls are dancers
.' . . and wear black tights and color
A red eye glares at passers-by. of Afncan fetish beads, miniature their skin a luminous unearthly
Next to it is a silvered plastic bas- ivory skulls, petrified bones and gr-een; They have attracted much
relief of a protoplasmic figure stones strewn all over the floor. Iattention being asked to leave
asleep on a half shell with lights G.enera.ny th.e visitors' chai~ are several night clubs, but to sam's
that flash off and 5>" at night. piled high with paraphernalia and disappointment have yet to be ar-
Further exploration of the scene one must perch on. a safety lad-j rested.
behind these phenomena reveals der that stands, astride one show- All this crafty salesmanship
the jewelry shop of Sam Kramer, case. Ihas paid off handsomely. Today
Bohemian extraordinaire. Located Sam has been making jewelry Sam gets orders from as far
on the second floor at 29 West 8th for 20 years. His fondness for bi- away as Africa and India. Of all
S~eet u: the .eart of <?reenwich zarre materials has left him to the Ihis customers, his favorite has al·
Village ill NeW' Y?rk CIty, Sam's creation of silver earrings set ways been a self-styled voodoo
shop IS the meeting place of all with taxidermists' glass eyes, priest who asked him to make a
the Village characters. Presiding goJsten bracelets studded with wedding ring embellished with
over this menagerie is th._~_.~~~ itrOose teeth, copper necklaces Isome voodoo markings.
bearded Sam weanf\g a ~t:: s festooned with the quills of giant
tooth. necklace and ~ping his Uganda porcupines, and platinum' '"
mormng glass of Scotch. cuff links set with old buttons ,
The normal visitor receives his from subway motormen's uni·I'
initial shock upon reaching for forms.
the doorknob only to find himself He has also used tusks of rhino
clasping a bronze hand. This and narwhale, antique Czechoslo-
shock overcome, he enters the vakian bea~s, ~ral bra":c~es, iva- I
shop to be confronted with a ry nuts, trilobttes (fossilized sea
faceless stone angel leaning insects) ancient East Indian coins,
against a gnarled stump. The rare heartwoods, such 8.S Grena-
walls are hung with abstract dilla and Gabtton, buffalo horn
paintings by local talent, old Iand stag horn crown, Victorian I
Chinese swords, fencing masks, shoe buttons, giant black pearls,
and some tremendous necklaces macra (irridescent shells.. and
of Sam's own creation, valued by some oval pieces of quar-tz, which I
Sam at up to $400. The necklaces Sam insists, were once the eggs
have been there for quite some lor arrtedlluvian reptiles, ....,...:-::-=:-::-::- _
time. Passing further into the The source 'Of much of these \443-7395
Two programs in the field of shop the now shaken visitor must Imaterials is a little man who OTTO AIMETTI
psychology are planned for next concentrate on avoig' g the sam calls "an old rat pack of a
week. Tuesday, December 10, the stacks of rosewood an ebony dealer." He keeps this m~n's Ladiea' and Ventlemen'a
Psychology Club will sponsor Dr. which stick out from benea the name a see.ret for fear n:val Custom Tailbring
J. Donald Harris, who will speak counters and the boxes and 'lj s craftsmen WIll find out about him. 86 S S
on "The Psychology of Music." I;;;~~~~~~;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;~~~~;;;;;;;;~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; tate t.
Dr. Harris is director of the Au- I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ditor'y Research Branch of the i' FAR E T HOUSE I ,
United States Naval Medical Re-
search Laboratory in New Lon- NT GIFTS
don. The speaker received his - ORIE -
M.A. from Vanderbilt University 22 Green treel
and his Ph.D. from the Univ.ersity New London, Conn.
of Rochester, and has published
in the fields of psychoacoustics,
audiology and the psychophysiol-
ogy of hearing. The lecture will
be held at 7 p.m. in Hale 122.
Thursday, December 12, at 7:30
p.m. in Hale 122, the psychology
department wil'l present the sec-
ond, lecture in its Colloqui'um Ser.
ies. "Semantic Stru~ture in Child
Language" will be the topic of a
lecture given by Dr. David Mc-
Neill of the Howard Center for
Cognitive Studies at Harvard
University, Dr. McNeill received
his PhI>, in 1962 from the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley.
He spent last year as a National ~===========================~SCience Foundation post-doctorate
fellow at the Center for Cogni- ..
tive Studies at Harvard. Dr. Mc- I
Neill is concerlIed with experi-
mental studies in work associa-
tion as well as with semantics in
child languag;e.
A\llltie Marne
(continued. from Page One)
to us all, filled with stereotypes,
and distinguishes itself if simply
as a vehicle of entertainment,
a facet of drama often overlook-
ed in college communities. It is
not the intent of the club to con-
/I.... tinue to produce light comedy ast a matter of policy. It fully in-1 tends to return to plays of a more
I serious nature but considering
the lack of interest and support
that previous Wig and Candle
productions have received by
members of this college, it seem-
ed pointless to continue in this
vein at the present time. It is for
this reason that Aunue Marne
was chosen. The response to the
endeavor has been most enthusi-
astic. The cast CY.f thirty-three, has
been drawn from members of the
New London community as well
as students from Connecticut and
Mitchell. The number of people
who tried out for the play was
the largest" in the history of the
club and the stage crew and pro-
duction committees are drawing
on more students than ever be-
fore
Psych Club Talks
To Concern Music,
Child's Vernacular
(
COURTESY
DRUG STORE
119 State St. 442-5857
Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Chnrge Accounts
Photo Developing
fHE ELEANOR SHOP
Yarns and Rental Library
Telephone 442-3723
9 Union Street
Imported & Dome.tic Yarn.
Free Knitting Inatructions
Friday. 1 ·4
Saturdays 9 :30 • 12 :30
troll doll.
House of Cards
50 State Street
Card. for Every Occasion
gifts
token.
ft Fife &
£UiLY
Mon
92 Huntington Street
Place Where the College Girl
Meet and Eat!
Delivery to the Dorm.
G I B GUEST HOUSE
G. L. OLDERSHAW
109 Mohegan Ave,
New London, Conn.
Rooms, _overnight, double or triple, twin beds
Excellent Linens
Ceramic tile bath - Shower, twin wash bowls
.Other amenities
$3.50 per night/each Tel. 442-1383
~~~~
S~~ Lawrence College
S 'er Schools in: '
mANCE-From June 22 to July 31 in Paris at the Cite Univer~·
taire a center for students from all parts of the world. In addi·
~ tion 'to the courses taught in previous years, this year. we a~e
offering an advanced literature course conducted entirely m
French and an intensified. language program at all levels. Other
courses taught in English and centered on Modern France--llt·
erature, art, :lnd social and political history, Beginning and ad-
vanced French\are also offered.
Board, room, t~tion, and two excursions _._.. . . - $600
ITALY-From June\ 22 to July 31 in Florence at TOITedi Bellos-
guardo, 16th Century Villa Courses taught in English and cen·
tered on the Italian Renaissance - art, literature, music and
Florence under the Medici. Beginning and advanced Italian are
also olIered.Board room. tuition, and two excursions __ ._.__ . . $600
A 12-day tour of Greece (from June 9 to June 21) is also offered
preceding the Sarah Lawrence'Summer Sl>Il&'lll A Sarah Lawrence
faculty member aceompanl~tn,!"og·r6fttr.'- a;nd tp.e itinerary has ~n
planned to include the most important histoneal and archeolOgIcal
sites.
For information and ~pplications write:
SUMMER SESSIONS
SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGB
BRONXVILLE, NEW YORK
NB. Sarah Lawrence College also accepts students entering their
. junior year from other colleges as well for its JUNIOR ~~
ABROAD program in Paris, Geneva and Rome. Instruction 15
given in the language of the country; therefore, a knowledge
of French or Italian is required.
Inquire: JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD
SARAH LAWRENCE cOLLEGE
BRONXVILLE, NEW YORK
Full House Watches
Leinsdor/ Conduct
Boston Symplwny
sam enterCains ~itors.
Bravo, Erich Leinsdort! A ca-
pacity audience in Palmer Audi-
torium was treated Tuesday
night, to a superb concert by the
Boston Symphony Orchestra with
its music director, Erich Leins-
dorf conducting. It was, un-
doubtedly, one of the best per-
formances by the Symphony that
this reviewer has heard. Leins-
dorf, whose conducting is at once
precise and eloquent, held the
orchestra in perfect control and
balance, and lovingly achieved.
perfect musical expressiveness in
each phrase.
The program opened with sam-
uel Barber's Symphony No.1,
This work in one movement has
both flowing lines and intense
rhythms; its moods change rapid-
ly with quiet and gay, serene and
sinister juxtaposed.
The second work was a Concer-
to for Violin and Orchestra by
Alban Berg, who wrote this, his
only concerto. in memory of an
eighteen year-old girl who died.
of polio. The intense pathos of
this piece expresses the tragic
sadness of the death of youth.
The Concerto has several inter-
esting sections: a waltz theme
and folk song are given modern
treatment, and the last movement
is a set of unusual variations on a
Bach chorale. George zazojsky
was the Soloist and gave an im-
pressive demonstration of his vir-
tuosity and musicianship. He ob-
viausly has a special feeling for
the work and was successful in
communicating it to this review-
er.
New London Camera
Co.
C.M.
Extreme Discounts
158 State Street
New London, Conn.
Puritan Restaurant
235 State Street
Come Enjoy
Delicious Food
•
Don't dribble your precious time away, getting home for Christ-
mas. Whether it's a long or short shot, if your goal is getting
there fast •• , fly Allegheny. Our court is a big one, •• from
Boston to Washington, the Atlantic to Lake Erie, • : and we can
pass you to and from the jets at major terminals. Check our
winning score on fare discounts for Weekend and Group Travel
(group organizers fly free~, The hours and dollars we saveyou
ale net gain, Season's greetings!
low Weekend faTe. fOT example:
Round.trip to Washington $30.30 plU$taL ~
Call your travel agent or 445·7405 ~
A//IGHINY AIRLINES
YOUR AIR COMMUTER SERVICE IN 12 BUSY STATES
Page Six CODDeeDaUa
BANK EXAMINER AIDES
Salary $5,500,
plus ....../'-------::>
• LIBEltAL FRINGE ;BENEFITS lIIIHiLE YOU TRAIN
• PROMOTION OPPORTIJm:P!1tS TO OVER $20,000
- NO ~JENCE NEEDED - .
Just Ille your application by Jan. 6, 1964 ;-4-=-.-.:;:;: .....TIT-1I
to start your career July 1, 1964
For Further Infonnation Fill in Coupon Below and
Mail to
NEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
Personnel OIllce, 100 Church Street, N"\If York, N. Y., 10007
I _ 0/ ::~m~H-NT-""..tp.'-4J,.4~41l"".,
\[) Address l...._tt!.J,IJ;. ¢<C:lrr(~!'.l.,v.",
, ~.-V-' 4·'"'-"'#-1'«.
Or oontact Banking Dept. offices in Albany, Buffalo, Boch'ester
or Syracuse., ..
Mannequins Mademoiselle Saudler
'CARWIN'S
FlJIIhiDru in FoobDear
115 State St.
442-8870
Ado..... Pappagallo B_ WoojuD.
EDterlDg chapeL
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JAMES DRUG
for the fastest ... most frequent
delive~y service in town
lJEADQUARTE~S FOR:
• S. S. Pierce Products
• Meiers Sparkling (non.alcoholic) Wines
• Russell Stover Chocolates
• Trappist and Trappistine Candies
and Jellies
• SPECIAL GIIT DEPARTMENT
COSMETICS- TOILETRIES
Our 1 Cosmptic Department is the Finest,
Most Complete, Most Luxurious in East-
ern Conn. Names such as Germaine Mon-
tiel, J~hn Robert Powers, Mary Chess,
Elizabeth Aiden and a host of others are
always in stock.
36 Complete Line .• - Over 150 Fragrance.
Kennedy Assassinal:ed; Camp'us Responds
Ed. note: The folJo"ing comments were elIcited by tile events of Right to Reason mocracy, nor have the Wallaces, see that it must be neutralized.
~~ ;;'~;S;ro~~~or:erln~~.~tz°~~: Inhis death, if not in his life, nor the Rubys.We can read that We have confused the personal
sistant: protes8Ol' of PSYeh~1ogy at the ooUeee. John Fitzgerald Kennedy awak- the Alabama schools called for with the political, blood with wa-
Itmay be many generati?ns be- Dear President Shain: ened our most basic human senti- five minutes of silence on the day ter. This venom has been fer-
fore the office of the Presidency. ments. He heroically blended the of national mourning. The same men'ting too long. We allowed it
of the United States again enjoys It was With great shock that heroic man with the political man crowds would cheer again to hear to narrow the minds of the peo-
the stature ~at John F. Kenn~y we, in India, heard of the sad and and the idealist with the realist. of the shooting of the President pte of Dallas. We cannot let our
brought to It. He was an arttcu- tragic death of the U. S. Presi- He showed our generation par-tic-
late spokesman of libert~ and a dent John F. Kennedy. May I of. ularly that we could hope for a as WOU~dthoseJ~o c?eered ~e own minds be narrowed in t'he
perfect example of the high pur- d d . world of 'peace and equality and perversion of j stlce Il1 the kill- same way.
f hi h h be' a e fer my condolences an eep sym- ¥'- '. . Iposes a W IC uman mgs r that we could act on that hope. 109 of the suspected assassin. I '
capable.... pathy to you, the faculty, the As President Shain said in his The television networks will al- John Fitz~er~ld Kennedy not
The vitafity of this great man members of the staff and the stu- eulogy of the President Kennedy I h ak th only spoke hIS Ideals, but he also
~d the eloquence ~f.his expres- dents of Connecticut College in showed us that we do not need to ways ave to m e ~p e money did his best to act upon them.
sron were ~rfectly Jome,d t? con- your great bereavement and Ir- live in fear. Now that he is gone, I they lost .and . Ohrtstmas card Now it is our turn. Would we
vey the notion of the dignity of we know how much of our fear dealers WIll still have to be reo .. t
rna and the freedom of the indi- reparable loss? . . . '" have taken action agams a
. n was allayed m him. Let us hope quested not to exploit the rellgion school board which banned in.
Vidual. h Mr. Kennedy had won the re- that our thoughts since his death we now cling to. If ti b t th U 'ted Na
There are those of us w a . d d . ti f have showed us how to act our- orme on a ou e nb -
choose to respond to this enor- speer, affection an a nura Ion 0 selves in a way which we might Of course we will not, nor. tions from our Library? Would
mous tragedy with a renewed and the people allover the world by not have when we had this lead. should we hope. for the abandon- Iwe sit idle while the rights of
strengthened belief in the correct- his sincere and staunch endeavors er to lean on ment of local Interests but our . d ded b ld
ness of individual freedoms and towards world peace universal . basic goals must be made more others are beu:g egra eSI e
democratic forms and in rever·. ' Willy Brandt spoke in terms of clear. The death of President us? As Americans perhaps we
ence for humanity. Accordingly, equa~ty and ~e betterment of a fire 'Which has been extinguish- Kennedy showed us that we had are spoiled; maybe we do expect
it is now somehow an even great- mankind. By his death, not only ed. Indeed a fire which was Iead- forgotten for what we were ltv- that any1!hing American is right.
er a~drontttho one:tis.senSibiflititehsto the l{. S. has lost a great leader ing the way ·for us, has been ing and thfiO~ht.tOnlYTh~f£oflc hw~rt But we are wrong. We cannot
conSI er at CI zens 0 ese and an admirable citizen, but the abruptlj' snuffed, but the whole we were €till mg. IS g tmg
United States would declare them., whole world has lost a ood friend world, ~nited in shock and grief, has injected "venom into our na. hope to learn our lesson over·
selves against the United Nations; d (>if • d g h has fe~ a new light glo"\Vingout tion's bloodstream" and now we night. IBut let us begin ... v.J.e.
against a comprehensive medicalj an ben actor, an at t e pres· of the ;shadow of the assassina. ~=============::======::===:::::=:::~
care program for the aged and ent time the world can ill afford tion. It is not a fire of political I' 1
impoverished of our society; to lose such an eminent champion passion' ignited by the raising of CALL
against freedom of movement and for peace. taxes OJ" tlle lowering of a drink· •••
universal voting rights; against ing ag~but a blue !lame symbol·
efforts toward peace (the test·ban One shudders to think of the izing m n's rights to daily bread,
treaty was not passed unani· great calamity that has befallen and he Uh, and streng-tho
mously). -his family.
The problem as our late Presi. N. Padma For pvo weeks we have been
dent well knew was that the demo aware emly of our duty to under~
ocratic process was incomplete stand l Uf neighbor. President
and would remain incomplete in Kenned/S death has lit the gay
his lifetime. He simply asked for betwe~ political methods and
a start. right ~ t.entions; between 'hating
John F. Kennedy spoke espe· all RUssians and d1isapproving of
cially to the young people of this communism. The Berliners, the
nation. He imparted a sense of Texans, the Kenyans, and the
direction to their lives and a be- Russians have all seen this light.
lief that in this vast and complex How long can we hold it before
f us? Isociety the actions 0 one person
could make a difference. The We have aged in tlhese Lourteen
Peace Corps manifested the plin. days. We have a better' idea of
ciple that man's problems were what is right and a bitter under·
man-made and that man could, standing of what is possible. We
therefore, overcome them. Such do not naively think that .through
was the optimism of the man and tlhis heinous event all t:!heOswalds
such is the optimism of youth. have been purged from our de·
When President X e nne d y -;:=::===::=:::::::=:::::=:::::~=::::==::===::1touched our conscience by assert· J -
ing ". , : ask not what your coun· J G d WANT I
try can do for you; ask what you une ra S A 'CAREERIN
can do for your country," many
of us could find no ready answer. BANKING,?
With his all too untimely death
our conscience is again prodded.
Grief is the response of all who
are compassionate but this will
yield to the passage of time and
the demands of more mundane
events. What is of the utmost sig-
nificance is that the values which
formed the springs of his energy
be not likewise forgotten, To all
who would seek to understand
these values, and to know in a
profound sense what they can do
for their country I recommend
the writings of John F. Kennedy.
There can be no final word to
this terrible commentary on the
state of civilized man. All one can
do is ask that we begin to compre-
hend more funy the meaning of
personal liberties; that we de-
velop a true sense of the dignity
of man; that we speak out against
the shameful withholdings of hu-
man rights; that we develop the
courage to dissent and not with·
draw from controversy; that we
develop a value for the intellect
and a disdain for the rule of rage
and misguided emotion.
S. M. Ebenholtz
24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE
Why Not Open a Charge Account?
Charge and Send'- The Easy Way
JAMES DRUG CO.
INCORPORA'l'ED
BlIIIk Street at Pearl 442-8575
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